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ABSTRACT
Subang Regency has an important role as the rice supplier area. As one of the rice production centers in Indonesia, rice farmers address rice fields as an asset or resource. As an asset, farmers conduct rice farming activities in the rice fields with economical orientation and rely on their food source mainly from the rice production. Conversions of paddy fields have changed the socioeconomic balancing amongst the farmers. They responded to the changes by adapting to new conditions, thus farmers’ post-conversion responses are an interesting aspect to study. This research aimed to understand the rice farmers adaptations, which was involved 15 key informants using in-dept interviews and purposive sampling method of 164 respondents. The analysis of the interview results used the concept of adaptation based on objectives, timing, and then strengthened with relevant documents for the study area. This study found, that: 1) farmers tried to make adjustments in using the compensation funds, livelihood, professions, farming, and household needs; 2) farmers’ adaptation are their way to earn the income and maintain their livelihood, and 3) some farmers firmly stated that their adaptations have made newly more prosperous conditions for them.
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INTRODUCTION
Farmers produce rice for consumption, food reserves for their family, and as a source of cash for non-food needs \([1]\). The progress of food production, especially rice, is constrained by the interaction of very complex factors. Conversion of paddy fields is one of the factors affecting the growth of rice production. The increasing demand for non-agricultural land has decreased the paddy field area, thus impacting on the decreasing rice production capability \([2]\). Beside the land availability factor, the productivity of rice production is also influenced by natural variability such as climate, water availability, soil fertility, population pressure and economic growth \([1]\). The role of those variabilities would affect the efforts to improve the efficiency of rice farming in terms of increasing rice production capacity and its productivity \([1]\).

The usage of land around rice fields for industries, settlements, and transportation infrastructures might incline the possibility of paddy fields conversion \([2];[3];[4]\). The paddy field area would get more pressure when the level of productivity of the surrounding area are economically higher. Productivity level of a land will affect its value. The higher level of the productivity means the higher value of a land. Differences of land values are causing the competition between land use. Changes will occur due to its competition from lower to higher land value \([5];[6]\). The level of productivity of a land is the determining factor of land conversion. Land as a commodity has its own price value determined based on the level of productivity, location, and activities on it. Thus, productivity level is one of the parameters or reasons of the functional change of rice fields. This is because the productivity level of lands surrounding the paddy fields tends to cause paddy fields conversion for other usages to increase the land’s productivity and increasing its value. The value of land might
alter along with the changes occur within the community.

Farmers require the interaction of six elements to make adjustments to their available assets and resources, as follows: assets, strategies, results, rules, risks, and influence [7]. Conversions towards the paddy field area negatively impact the farmers’ condition, socio-economically, by potentially reducing their welfare [8]. Meanwhile, various socio-economic and socio-cultural conditions among the farmers are determined by how they respond to the conversions. Different with farmers in other areas, farmers in Subang district are dealing with a specific situation to access the assets and resources of land.

In West Sumatra, the access to land for Minangkabau communities is determined by the tribe membership [9];[10]. While, in Papua, the access for indigenous peoples in the CAPC (Cycloop Mountain Nature Reserve) area is determined by the Ondoaif (Tribal Chief)[11]. Furthermore, within the Soppeng society of South Sulawesi, the determination is based on their local wisdom [12]. The abovementioned differences would, of course, causing different adaptations among the farmers toward the paddy fields conversion. An evaluation to the adaptation will determine the subjects of, to what, and how the adaptations occur [13]. Farmers in Subang District had to adjust their manner to access paddy fields because of the existent conversion for the construction of barrier-free transportation and industrial facilities located on their land.

Several previous studies have examined how adaptation occurs, who adapts, and what stimulates the adaptation. There are adaptation researches related to who adapted, such as: farmer response [14];[15];[16];[17], fisherman’s response [18];[19], stimulus for adaptation by climate change [20];[16];[21];[22];[23];[24], and ecosystem management [12];[20];[25];[26];[27]; [9];[24]. The above researchers are part of those who have revealed interesting phenomena in their researches, as well as the phenomenon of the farmers’ adaptation found in Subang Regency, which is important and interesting to be studied. The farmers’ actions are a strategy to respond with the conversion of paddy fields. This study is important because the farmers’ adaptation to the land conversion stimulus has not been done much by previous researchers. This study examines the adaptation of the farmers on how they access paddy fields and how it is implying towards the existing policy. The study focused to analyze the forms of the farmers’ adaptation in using the compensation funds and how is their efforts to diverse business. The study adopted the concept of adaptation proposed by [13], which is to examine the adaptation of farmers, that can occur, whether in a responsive, anticipatory, spontaneous, or planned manner.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

This study was taking place at Subang Regency of West Java. The area located in 107°31′–107°54′ East Longitude and 6°11′–6°49′ South Latitude (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Research location. Subang Regency, West Java, 2017](image)

**Data Collection**

Data collection used an in-depth interview technique with key informants. The key informants were the farmers, particularly the rice farmers, who master the problem and were willing to provide the required data for the in-depth interviews. The in-depth interviews were assisted by the guidance of survey forms and recorded voice, which then were transferred into transcripts. The survey forms had three main sections, i.e.: 1) informant characters, 2) histories of the researched area, and 3) the farmer’s financial conditions. The interviews were conducted in November 2016 and involving 15 key informants. The interview results were obtained from the key informants, which subsequently...
used for research purpose as the evidence of the farmers’ condition [28].

The completion of research objectives used primary data both qualitative and quantitative. Graphically the methodology in this study is presented in Figure 2.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### Adaptation through the Use of Compensation Funds

The result based on the interviews with 164 respondents showed, that the farmers used compensation funds for various purposes. i.e.: buying another paddy field, renovating dwellings, business capital, buying transportation vehicle, for tuition fees, renting land, bank savings, paying off debts, building houses, and for religious needs.
Meanwhile, most of the farmers, 35%, allocated the fund to purchase paddy fields in other locations. The farmers’ response to buy paddy fields in other locations are categorized as the form of responsive adaptation within the time arrangement attributes. Some farmers are trying to maintain access to land resources of rice production by renting a land owned by other farmers (7%) rather than to buy paddy fields in other locations to produce rice. This effort is to keep their profession as farmers and categorized as a planned adaptation. Table 2 summarizes the forms of farmers’ adaptations in using the compensation fund after conversion.

The study also found that the use of the compensation fund especially for business capital, either on agricultural or non-agricultural sectors, could be categorized as businesses. Most of the farmers used the fund for the non-agricultural business sector, such as trading, tent renting, or being a traditional artist. Also, there are farmers who used compensation funds for venture capital in the agricultural sector that is not related to the land access, such as sheep and poultry rearing. Some other farmers are utilizing the compensation fund for businesses that directly related to the paddy rice production activities, e.g. purchasing hand tractor and building a rice mill. Result of the interviews indicated, that 43% of farmers responded the compensation fund for the goal-oriented spontaneous actions, either to adjust incomes or to meet their family needs. From the aforementioned portion, most of the household used the fund to renovate their houses (15%), while some other farmers used it to build a house (7%). There are also farmers who used the fund to pay their debts (4%). The goal-oriented farmers’ actions to retain their profession as farmers were categorized as planned adaptations. In total there are 7% of farmers, who responded the compensation funds to stay as farmers.

Farmers’ actions when they are able to access the land resources are categorized as responsive adaptations with timing attributes. Based on the data analysis, there are farmers who adapt responsively (35%). Those farmers are able to access the land resources using the compensation funds and purchased paddy fields in other locations. In contrast with the responsive adaptation, farmers with anticipatory adaptation are those whose actions are less able to access the land resources, or use only the land resources not for the paddy fields with struggling livelihood. Farmers within this category responded the obtained compensation fund for venture capital (10%), and bank savings (5%). The farmers’ action to use the fund for rent other paddy fields or to manage other farmers’ land with profit sharing showed that they have a planned adaption. In general, there are two embedded attributes of farmers based on their response towards the compensation fund, i.e.: 1) purposefulness, consists of two categories spontaneous and planned adaptation, and 2) timing, which consists of responsive and anticipatory adaptation.

Flexibilities in managing the money determines various adaptation forms of the farmers. Based on the purposefulness attribute, farmers who received big compensations able to access paddy fields by purchasing new fields at different locations, wider than they previously had. Some of the farmers saved a part of their compensation money in a bank. This is an

**Table 2. Farmers’ adaptations in using the post-conversion compensation fund in Subang Regency, West Java, 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
<th>Farmers’ response</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purposefulness</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>House renovation</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buying a vehicle</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Building a house</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tuition fee</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paying off the debt</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pilgrimage</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planned</td>
<td>Renting other farmers’ fields</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>Buying rice fields in other locations</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anticipatory</td>
<td>Venture capital</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saving in the bank</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey results, n=164, (2017)
anticipative action to avoid possible financial failure in the future. They postpone to use the fund, so thus they able to draw the fund back from where they store it. This type of action is a form of anticipatory adaptation with timing attribute. Also, there are farmers that used some of the fund to improve the quality of their homes, which is a form of spontaneous adaptation based on the purposefulness attribute.

The second type of farmers, which have no longer paddy fields resource due to conversion, were having less option to respond. Some of them used the fund to rent other field or to manage other farmer’s field by profit sharing mechanism. This response indicated that the farmers still wanted to retain their profession as farmer, which is categorized as a goal-oriented with planned form of adaptation. Some farmers who were less flexible in managing the funds, while at the same time, not be able to access paddy fields adapted with doing business in the non-agricultural sectors, i.e.: tent renting and being traditional artists.

Adaptation through Diversification of Employment and Endeavor Opportunity

Resource and financial constraints force households to implement various strategies to survive [26]. Paddy fields scarcity or loss have forced farmers to seek the alternative livelihood additional work, while most of them, 68%, persist to keep the rice farming as the only source of income. Some of those who do the additional job keep their direct access to land by planting vegetation, however most of them are working without the need of a direct access to land, i.e.: livestock rearing, freshwater fisheries, artistry or trading agricultural machineries. Being based on the purposefulness attribute this action is categorized as spontaneous adaptation, characterized by the farmers’ capability lacking to access the land directly.

For farmers, paddy fields are viewed as assets due to its economic value. Paddy fields are also viewed as a resource because farmers rely on the land to cultivate rice as their food source. Thus, paddy fields conversion means problems for the farmers since it could potentially eliminate their assets and resources. To respond to the existent land conversion, farmers diversify their businesses as an effort to avoid greater loss [31];[32];[33]. Another reason for the farmers doing agricultural diversification is to meet their household spending [34];[35]. Most of the farmers are no more considering important factors while performing the diversification, such as: water availability, land suitability, crop varieties, and market needs [34];[35]. To overcome the insufficient water supply, they drill wells or utilize the unused excavated wells owned by a company.

These diversification activities can be characteristically divided as: 1) spatial-location based business variation, and 2) input-output based business variation. The spatial-location based business is characterized by the use of different area to carry out various agricultural activities. In contrary, the input-output based business does not need different area for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Adaptation</th>
<th>Farmers’ response</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Purposefulness</td>
<td>Spontaneous</td>
<td>Farmers struggle to maintain the existence of paddy fields to preserve their income</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Planned</td>
<td>Livelihood diversification with direct access to land, i.e.: intercropping or diversify commodities.</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Responsive</td>
<td>Utilize the compensation fund for converting abandoned land</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anticipatory</td>
<td>Livelihood diversification without direct access to land, i.e.: fishery, livestock rearing, and gardening.</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey results n=164, (2017)
farmers diversify their agricultural activities. Intercropping activities could be used as an example of the input-output based business variation. In order to maximize their income, farmers cultivate commodities that are economically beneficial [36], such as: vegetables or different types of rice that have higher selling value. Not only intercropping, usually, farmers also cultivate a short living crops to gain the same, or even higher, incomes as before the conversion occur. Unfortunately, due to various limitation of access to the converted paddy fields, not all of the farmers are able to do diversification.

The increasing level of consumption and the existent market opportunity of fresh vegetables and fruits has encouraged farmers to work on the aforementioned commodities that are economically higher than rice [37]. However, market opportunities are not the main consideration for the farmers since crop diversification is only to complement their incomes. Thus, being based on the aforementioned explanation, diversification is considered only as a spontaneous adaptation. Nevertheless, the interviews revealed that the farmers are also facing with some technical constraints, such as: land unsuitability for vegetable commodities, and higher risk than rice.

Not only by intercropping, the input-output based business variation is also done by integrating crops with livestock. The crop-livestock integration system is an alternative that potentially optimize the production of available land resources to increase farmers’ income. Vertical diversification could potentially increase the farmers’ income [32], but still it has small opportunities for the farmers due to its unaffordable prerequisites, i.e.; the availability of market and processing technology, as well as, the simplicity of technology adoption [34];[35].

After the conversion, farmers are still able to broaden their paddy field in one or many ways, such as: 1) purchasing new paddy fields; 2) renting paddy fields, or 3) converting abandoned lands to paddy fields. The above action could ensure the farmers to adapt with the conditional changes, while retaining their profession as a farmer. According to [2], agricultural extensification is a method to increase the agricultural yield by broadening the agricultural area. Based on the observation, some of the farmers were extending their paddy fields by utilizing an abandoned area owned by a company. There is no available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of intervention</th>
<th>Intervention desired</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output production (Grain)</td>
<td>Increasing the price of grain rice (Output), Grain prices stabilization</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct access to land resources</td>
<td>Moratorium of rice fields conversion, No paddy fields eviction policy, Buying more paddy fields, Government to provide substitution for converted paddy fields to the farmers, Government to provide paddy fields for farmers, Government to give higher compensation fund</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming profession</td>
<td>Able to re-farm, Maintain farmer profession</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidy Input production</td>
<td>Subsidy of seeds and fertilizers, Capital assistance for farmers, Business capital assistance, Assistance to farmers whose land are converted, Government to provide cheap and available fertilizer, Government to provide cheap production tools</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmers’ welfare</td>
<td>Government to pay attention to farmer’s fate, Increasing farmers’ welfare</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production facilities</td>
<td>Agricultural development, Agricultural mechanization, Improvement of irrigation channels</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The efforts</td>
<td>Market availability, Government to facilitate the entrepreneurship, Agriculture and industry Sinergy</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The increasing of the farmers’ capacity</td>
<td>Skills training</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>Jobs, Job opportunities for children</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: survey results n=164, (2017)
irrigation system at such area, nor water storage. The only source of water is from the precipitation during the wet season. Thus, to cope with the dry season the farmers drill wells for the water source and irrigation. Adopting such irrigation system is strategically important, even might potentially develop the agricultural diversification [38]. Some fortunate farmers could access abandoned artesian wells, owned by a company, for irrigation purpose. The farmers’ responses are categorically presented in Table 3.

Post-Conversion Political Supports

The paddy field conversion is a problem for the food sector due to its potential to decrease the rice production, while the level of productivity is stagnant. The conversion could also affect the farmers’ livelihood and their family wealth. Further, the above situation forced the farmers to expect changes and supports from stakeholders for their living standard improvement, which is presented in Table 4. In order to adapt with the paddy field conversion, various income adjustment has been carried out by the farmers. They also expect a stable condition for their agricultural livelihood and rice production continuities.

There are challenges for the farmers to adapt, while at the same time they have strategies to fulfill their household spending. Interaction changes occur between the farmers and their paddy fields due to farmers’ activities alteration. They address the dynamics with new strategies to adapt with the occurring changes. Farmers’ strategies are based on the allocation of their available resources to overcome limitations that affect their livelihood. Their adaptations are always to gain more income, i.e.: 1) regaining paddy fields as assets in other location; 2) gaining access to resources with polyculture method, and 3) converting abandoned land to paddy fields. Some of the farmers fail to manage the compensation fund and used it for consumptive purpose instead, so they no more having capital to transfer to new assets. This type farmers is expecting facilities to convert their old livelihood.

Due to the existing financial pressure, farmers are struggling to increase the productivities of their commodities, also with diversification. Knowledge limitation encourages the farmers to improve their skills and knowledge more, so the yield from commodities could meet the needs of their households spending. The farmers are also aware, that due to the knowledge and resource limitation they would not be able to suffice their households spending. Due to the aforementioned limitation, some of the farmers (3%) are also expecting skill trainings to improve their land.

CONCLUSIONS

This study is the first empirical research applying both qualitative and quantitative approaches which systematically analyzes farmers’ adaptation when their paddy fields were converted. This research identified two ways how farmers adapt the situation, namely: (1) in responding compensation funds; (2) in searching for job and business opportunities. In responding compensation funds the research showed in term of purpose, 43% of the respondent responded the situation spontaneously and 7% with plans. Meanwhile, in term of timing, 35% of the respondents were responsive and 15% were anticipative. In searching for job and business opportunities, the research found that in term of purpose, 52% of the respondents have spontaneous adaptation and 14% have plan. Meanwhile, in term of timing, 2% were responsive and 32% were anticipative. These findings suggested implications of policies which facilitate farmers to access paddy field resources and alternative jobs.

Policies require service concentration on and government’s investment in agricultural development, namely: (1) the need to improve accesses to paddy field resources (financial and technical aspects), opportunities to get alternative jobs, and improvements of paddy field infrastructures; (2) the need to improve access to formal and non-formal education for farmers’ families; and (3) changes to policies related to paddy fields and any search for new locations for paddy fields.

These findings provide sufficient information on condition of farmers in accessing paddy field resources and in searching for jobs contributing to their earning strategies. Further research is required to focus on livelihoods identified as targets to provide prosperity for farmers.
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